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	The concept of fuzzy sets is one of the most fundamental and influential tools in computational intelligence. Fuzzy sets can provide solutions to a broad range of problems of control, pattern classification, reasoning, planning, and computer vision. This book bridges the gap that has developed between theory and practice. The authors explain what fuzzy sets are, why they work, when they should be used (and when they shouldn't), and how to design systems using them.The authors take an unusual top-down approach to the design of detailed algorithms. They begin with illustrative examples, explain the fundamental theory and design methodologies, and then present more advanced case studies dealing with practical tasks. While they use mathematics to introduce concepts, they ground them in examples of real-world problems that can be solved through fuzzy set technology. The only mathematics prerequisites are a basic knowledge of introductory calculus and linear algebra.
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The Offshoring Challenge: Strategic Design and Innovation for Tomorrow's OrganizationSpringer, 2013

	The continuous search for efficiency gains and the goal of attaining a sustainable competitive advantage have steadily increased the volume of goods and services procured globally from third party vendors. In this context, named as “the next wave of globalization”, the offshoring phenomenon has stimulated research and political...
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Digital Animation Bible: Creating Professional Animation with 3ds Max, Lightwave, and MayaMcGraw-Hill, 2003
JOIN THE RANKS OF CREATIVE, HIGHLY PAID DIGITAL ANIMATORS!
 MASTER DIGITAL ANIMATION -- USING THE THREE HOTTEST PROGRAMS   


 Essential to today's commercials, feature films, games  corporate presentations, and education digital animation is the hottest career prospect in  the media creation business. In this new...
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Twitter Power: How to Dominate Your Market One Tweet at a TimeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
   Praise for twitterpower    

    "As a forward-thinking entrepreneur, it's clear to me that Twitter is a must-use for any smart businessperson online. Joel Comm's Twitter Power is the must-read guide defining how to leverage the power of this incredible tool to brand and increase sales in an increasingly competitive...
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Java Message Service API Tutorial and Reference: Messaging for the J2EE PlatformPrentice Hall, 2002
Aimed at the more experienced Java developer who needs to work with enterprise messaging, Java Message Service API Tutorial and Reference delivers starter code and a complete reference to all JMS classes that you will need to know to work effectively with this powerful feature of the J2EE platform.
  The no-nonsense, just-the-facts...
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Visualization in Medicine: Theory, Algorithms, and Applications (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
Visualization in Medicine is the first book on visualization and its application to problems in medical diagnosis, education, and treatment. The book describes the algorithms, the applications and their validation (how reliable are the results?), and the clinical evaluation of the applications (are the techniques useful?). It...
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Raising Your Spirited Child Rev Ed: A Guide for Parents Whose Child Is More Intense, Sensitive, Perceptive, Persistent, and EnergeticHarper Perennial, 2006
Newly revised, featuring the most up-to-date research, effective strategies, and real-life stories
 The spirited child—often called "difficult" or "strong-willed"—possesses traits we value in adults yet find challenging in children. Research shows that spirited kids are wired to be "more"—by...
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